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Important:Use an OS version that has a
Microsoft Windows volume license key using

the Key Management Service (KMS). KMS
treats each activated clone as a computer

with a newly issued license. In a production
environment, you must activate Windows. In

an evaluation environment, you can create the
VM and log in without activating Windows. We
have used citrix cloud provisioning for running
linux os at client side in house but for windows
os we are planning to use vmware esxi.So can
you please tell me what is best hardware for
this purpose? or any other thing which we
have to think while running windows os at

client side? We use PVS 2112 on a Windows
Server 2019. After we have created a new

version and then promoted it, a black screen
appears during the boot process after the
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Windows logo is displayed and the VM no
longer responds. On the PVS server, however,
you can see how the vDisk (avhdx file) keeps
getting bigger for a while in the background.
We set the DHCP lease time to 1 day, set the
CD/DVD controller to IDE and removed the

SATA controller. We use VMWare version 6.7.
You can use either the VMware Fusion desktop

client or the VMware Fusion Server client to
create a Windows VM in Horizon Cloud.
VMware Fusion allows you to create a

Windows VM in Horizon Cloud using the
Horizon Cloud Manager, by using only a single

application client. The Microsoft Azure
application can be downloaded from the

Microsoft Windows Azure download center.
The application consists of a development tool

and a management console. With the Azure
application, you create a Windows VM in

Horizon Cloud and manage the VM through
the management console.
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This guide focuses on optimizing the
infrastructure required to run your desktops.

In a WaaS deployment, these procedures
might not always apply. Some of the

procedures related to VMware Horizon in this
guide specifically address the issues related to
Horizon appliances that are used to host and

manage Windows desktops in virtual
environments. AMD originally released

vSphere 6.5 for Windows in October 2017. The
version available for download in June 2019 is
6.5.5.1,2This version supports both 32- and

64-bit versions of Windows. At the time of this
writing (July 2019), vSphere 6.5 has been

downloaded by more than 4.5 million users,
and vSphere 6.5 support for the Xeon

Processors on Microsoft Windows is also broad
and growing. In the next step, you will choose
the location of the new virtual machine. You

can choose to have your virtual machine
located on a shared network drive, on a

shared folder on a Windows Server, on an
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available virtual hard disk, or on a network-
attached storage device. Choose either a local

or a network location for the new virtual
machine. Once you have decided the location,
click the Next button. Upgrading to Windows
10, version 2004 will remove some of your

current software configurations, including the
AMD Ryzen Master utility. We recommend that

you re-launch the AMD Ryzen Master utility
after the upgrade is complete. Important:

Because Windows 10, version 20H2 is not yet
available for download, you will need to

extract the necessary files from the Windows
10, version 2004 ISO image that was already
downloaded for this guide. The ISO image is

located in the “recovery.iso” folder within the
VDI ISO image. 5ec8ef588b
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